Roadside Delineators & Workzone Channelizers (Drums)

- Update on Reports.
  - Readings for list Angles.
    - Asked for discussion and or comments about list (angle) readings at midpoint of posts, based on the orientation of the sheeting.
    - Agreement on continuation of the same practice.
  - Electronic Inclinometer for list (angle) readings.
    - TDOT will investigate the electronic use for the future.
  - FLDOT (Karen Byrum) asked if we had considered testing post that are able to take multiple hits 100 + impacts.
    - 8 to 10 states in meeting are interested in additional tests
      - Consideration of a new category for extra durable posts will be discussed; protocol for this type of test would be readings after 10, 20, 30 etc impacts and not after each impact.
      - Conference call should discuss the effects of the impacts on the vehicle.
• FLDOT (Karen Byrum) asked also if we propose a deformation test due to exposure, 1 other state Mississippi is interested in this type of testing.
• Retest of products.
  o Colorado requires retest every 3 years, Florida requires recert every 2 years and retest every 4 years.
  o No other states request retest.
• ½ of the states present use NTPEP data for their approval process.
• Data Mine should be up and running by the end of 2007.